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41. INTRODUCTION 
IN RECENT years, many infinite families in the stable homotopy groups of spheres n*(S’),, had 
been found aside from the im J. In [15,16], Smith proved that for any prime p > 5, there are 
/3*(t 2 1) and Btg,j(t Z 1, 1 <j Q p- 1) families in n*(S” )P, these are obtained by construction 
of some appropriate self maps of 4 cells spectrum V( 1). Almost at the same time, S. Oka [9] 
and Zahler [19] also obtained &,,, E rr*(S’), (t 2 1,l <j < p - 1) and [ 191 showed that these 
infinite families are detected by E, term Ext&Fu, (BP,, BP,) of the Adams-Novikov 
spectral sequence based on BP theory. 
BP method seems to be more powerful. Miller, Ravenel and Wilson [7] gave a complete 
description of the generators of the above Ext *. Their description of the generators 
P,,j,i( pt/j.i = Bt/j if i = 1) suggest hat if there exists certain 4 cells spectrum Vj,i such that 
BP.,.(VjJ= BP,/(p’, v() and a self map f of Vj.i such that the induced BP, homology 
homomorphism f* = vi, then the elements in rr*(S”), which are detected by Bt,j,i are 
obtained directly, where Vi are the generators in the coefficient ring BP,. Since [7] reveals 
some periodicity phenomenas, the elements in rt.+(F’), detected by /?,,j,i are called second 
periodicity elements in the literature. 
Based on Toda’s result on d2p- 1(j&,) # 0, Ravenel [ 131 proved that d,,_ i ( &,m,,n) #0 
for n 2 1, where d, are differential in the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence. That is to say, 
P P”,P” dies in the spectral sequence and other &,“,j E Ext*, i.e. for t # 1 or 1 <j c p”, may 
detect elements in n,(P),,. In this area, Oka did a great deal of works. Oka [9] obtained 
prp,jEIC*(S’)p for p 2 5, t 2 1, 1 <j < p- 1;j < p if t 2 2. [lo] also obtained &,Z,j~~*(SO)p for 
t 2 1, 1 <j < 2p-2; j < 2p if t > 2. [l l] [12] further generalized the above results to 
atp”/jEX*(SO)p for n>2, 12 1, 1 <j<2”-1(p-1);j<22”-1p if t>2. 
These are obtained on the basis of deep research on the structure of graded ring 
[Z*Vj; Vj], where F$ is a 4 cells spectrum such that BP.+(%)= BP,/(p, vi). [ll] [12] 
showed that V, is a split commutative ring spectrum ifj=O (mod p) and is a commutative 
ring spectrum but nonsplit ifjf0 (mod p). In both cases, the structure of [Z* Vi; Vj] differs 
in the two cases. [1 l] obtained the above BtPmlj for t z 2 by using the structure in split case 
and [12] obtained the above &,“,j for L > 1 by using the structure in nonsplit case. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to consider some more properties of the graded 
ring [Z* Vi; Vj] in split case and then we find that the above results obtained in [l l] in case 
t Z 2 can be generalized to get almost all &,“,j E ~L*(,Y’),,, our main results are 
THEOREM I. For p 2 5, n 2 1, t 3 2, 1 <j < p", the generators 
Btp”/j E ExtSzABP* 3 BP* ) 
1,m .... 389 
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survive nontrivially to Key in the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence and the correspondiny 
homotopy classes are of p order and are linearly independent. 
THEOREM II. 1f 1 <j < p”- l and j = 0 (mod p), the above B,p”,j E K*(F), are divisible by p. 
THEOREM III. If p, n, t, j are as those in the Theorem I, then there exists a spectrum X such 
that BP,(X) = BP,/(p, vi, yip”). 
Theorem I is proved by double induction. The input of the first induction is a result of 
Oka [9] that there exists a self map &: X2fp”( p* - 1) Vpn + &” such that (&), = ~1,~” if 
n = 1. It follows from a result in [lo] that hi<1 = 5zhI, where h,_ 1 is a map in the follow- 
ing cofibration (write q = 2( p - 1)) 
hk-1 
Write r:=fI, then fl~[P"+'(P+l)Q VP;VP,] such that (fl), = vi!'"+'. It follows from 
the property of cofibration that there exists f2e [Xfp"C'(p+l)q V2p.; v2pn] such that 
(f*)* = vy+' and then start the second induction to get fkE [xrpn+ ltp+ 'jq V,,; vkpn] such 
that (h), = uq”” for 16 k < p. The second induction is done by using BP method and the 
properties of split ring spectra Vkp” and it can be done only if k < p. By using some results on 
invariant ideals in BP,, we can then prove the existence of {n+l to complete the first 
induction. 
$2. SOME PRELIMINARIES ON BP 
Let BP denote Brown-Peterson spectrum p localized, p a prime. It is well known that 
BP* = K*(BP) = Ztp,[ul, u2,. . . ] and BP,BP = BP,[t,, t,, . . . 1, where the generators Vi, 
ti have degree 2(p’- 1). An ideal I c BP, is called invariant if 1. BP,BP = BP,BP*Z, 
a E BP, is called mod 1 invariant if nRa = nt.a (mod I* BP,BP), where qR, qL: BP, + BP,BP 
are right and left unit respectively. Landweber [4] proved that the only prime invariant 
ideal is I,=(p, vl,. . . , u.-~) (1 <n G co). 
For x E BP,, invariant ideal I c J of BP,, the multiplication by x induces a BP, 
homomorphism BPJI --, BP,/J, y mod I H xy mod J, which is also denoted by x. If x = 1, 
it is called canonical projection which is denoted by p*. From [4], BPJI, is a BP,BP 
comodule and we have 
ExtS.+(BP*, BP,/&) = Z,Cv,l 
Miller and Wilson [6] showed that (I,, II,‘, y) is an invariant ideal if and only if 
j~Exts$*&BP*, BP,/(Z,, vi)), where y’= y mod (I,, vi). In the following, we give the 
description of the above 1 given in [6] only in the n = 1 case. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. ([6] p. 140 Proposition 6.3 in case n = 1) Let p > 2, then Ext;zegp(BP*, 
BP,/(p, vi)) is a Zp[ul]/(u{) submodule of BP,/(p, u() generated by 1 and v’;E,(r), where 
m = max(0, j-ql(r)) r = up”, a+0 (mod p) and (cf. p. 137) 
q,(aP’) = 
I 
” 
ifa=l 
pS+pI-l- 1 otherwise 
E, (up’) = u4 ifa=lors=O 
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and for otherwise 
s-l 
El(ap’) = “9 _ a”!’ ~pzLPm2 -2a C y~u~Pmrmi 
j=2 
module ( p, u:‘), where aj =(ap-l)pj+ 1, b,=p’+pS-l-pl-j-p’-j-‘(j~ 1). 
The following corollary is well known; the proof is omitted. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If] < p’, II:~ E Ext::+&BP*, BP,/( p, u’,)). 
The following corollary will play an important role in the proof of the main Theorem I. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let p> 2, XEBP, such that I u(:-~)~“xI = tp”“( p+ l)q, where 
q = 2 (p - 1) and t z 1, n 2 0, then 
(1) Zf2Gk<p, u(1L-‘)““x = 0 in Extsz*BP(BP*, BP,/(p, @“)). 
(2) Ifkcp, u~-L”~=C,~~2’~j~~n+1-~n+1-zi~~(ajp”+~-~jl in Extsze*sp(BP,, BP,/ 
p2’- l 
(p, UT”)), where LjEZp, aj = tp”-p_l. 
Proof (1) Proposition 2.1 shows that u\~-~)P” x must he a linear combination of 
elements u;E, (ap”), where (k - 1)~” < r < kp” and r > m = (0, kp” - q1 (ap”)} 2 kp” - p” 
-P ‘- 1 + 1. For degree reason we have 
rq+apS(p+l)q= tp”+‘(p+l)q 
Hence r = (tp” + ’ - ap’) ( p + 1) and so r is divisible by p’, we have p-adic expansion of r as 
follows 
r=(k-l)p”+b,_,p”-‘+... +b,p” 
where 0 < bi < p. On the other hand r is also divisible by p + 1, then 
(k-l)-bn_l +b,_,- . . . +(-l)“-“b,=O 
and so bi can’t he all equal to p - 1, i.e. there is j z s such that 
b,_,p”-‘+ . . . + bg”+P’+P”-‘--l<(p-l)(p”-‘+ . . . + p”)-p’ 
+ti+p’-i-1 =p”-p”-pp’+ps+p”-‘-1 <p” 
then r < kp”-pS-pS-’ + 1 < m, yields contradiction. 
(2) If k=p, it follows from r=(p-l)p”+b,_,p”-‘+ . . . + b,p”>mZp”+‘-p”- 
P S-l+lthatb,-lp”-l+... +b,p’+p”+p”-‘-l>p”andsob,_,,bn_,,...,b,areall 
equal to p- 1, and it follows from the following equation 
(p-l)-bn_I +b”_,- . . . +(-l)“-“b,=O 
that n-s must he odd. Let n-s= 2j-1 (jZ l), then s=n+ l-2j and j<[n+1/2], 
r=(p-l)p”+(p-l)p”-‘+ . . . +(p-l)p”+1-2j=p”+1-p”+1-2j and from r=p”‘l 
-pn+lW2j= (tp”“-a,p”+1-2~)(p+1), we have aj = tp2’-(p2j-l)/(p-1), the proposi- 
tion is proved. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If 2 < k < p, then 
Ext~~~~~(P+l)q-(k-l)~q(BP*, BP&p, u;“))=O * 
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Proof If there is a generator u:Z, (a~‘), from 2.1 we have 
p” > b 2 m = max (0, p”-q1 (up”)} 2 p”-p’-pS-’ + 1 
and for degree reason, bq + ap”( p + 1)q = ,p”+l( p + 1)q - (k - 1)p”q. Let r = (k - 1)~” + b, 
thenrq+apS(p+l)q=tp”+’ (p+l)qand(k-l)p”<r<kp”,r>kp”-p’-ps-l+l.Similar 
to the proof of 2.3, there exists no such b in the case 2 < k < p. 
For t Z 1, [7] defined Btp”,j = 66, ~f,p” E Ext&:,, (BP,, BP,), where 6,6j are the bound- 
ary homomorphisms in the Ext sequences induced by the following two short exact 
sequences respectively 
E: 0 -+ BP, : BP, + BP,/(p) -+ 0 
Ej: 0 + BP*/(P) 2 BP*/(p) + BP,/(p, u’,) + 0 
[7] proved that if 1 < j < p”, &,/ # 0, are of p order and linearly independent, having 
internal degree 2tp”( p2 - 1) - 2j( p - 1). 
The following proposition guarantees that if there exists a self mapf: P’“(p+ l)q 5 + 4 
such that f,, = oip”, then fllPll survives nontrivially to x*(P),, in the Adams-Novikov 
spectral sequence, where V, is a spectrum such that BP, V, = BP,/(p, u’,). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (133 Theorem 1.7 or [7] Lemma 2.10). Let W + X + Y -% Z W be a 
cojibration of finite spectra such that the induced BP, homomorphism h, = 0, 6: 
Ext$(BP,, BP, Y) + ExtS+ ‘(BP*; BP, W) be boundary homomorphism in Ext exact se- 
quence. If 2~ Ext’(BP,, BP, Y) survives to XE n,( Y), in the Adams-Nouikou spectral 
sequence, then 61 suruiues to h,(x) E n,(W),. 
53. SPLIT RING SPECTRA AND ITS PROPERTIES 
In this section, we recall some results on the structure of graded ring [C* K; K] of split 
ring spectra K over Z, given in [l 1). Moreover, we consider further properties of split ring 
spectra 5 over Z, which are not in [l 11. 
Let M, (or briefly M) = S” u, e1 be Moore spectrum over the cyclic group Z,, then there 
is a cofibration 
S”:So~M:,S” 
Sincet.l,iszeroin[M;M],thenM~M=MvCM.Let~~:M~M-*Mbethe 
projection to the first summand and &. * XM + M A M be injection, then define 
d,: B’M; M] + L-Z’+ l M; M] 
to be dJf) = ~~(1~ of)&, proposition 1.1 in [ll] showed that dM is a derivation, 
i.e. d& = 0 and 
4&f) = (-1)%&V+ g&,(f) 
wheregE[X*M;M],fc[X’M;MJLet S,=j,r:M+ZM thend,@,)= -l,(cf. [ll] 
p. 272) and 
[Z*M; M] = (p[Z*M; M] @p[C*M; Ml*&, 
where p [C*M; M] = ker dM n [Z*M; MJ. [1 1] showed that M is a commutative ring 
spectrum with unique multiplication p,: M A M + M. 
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the cofibre of map c$:E’M + M, i.e. there is a cofibration 
cell decomposition K = S” v e’ v e”+’ u ek+ 2, to have a decomposition 
v 2.K v Zk+l K v Zk+2K, we introduce 
z 3.1. ([l l] Definition 2.1) K is said to be a split ring spectrum (over Z,) if 
:K; K] and 4 A 1, = 0 in [ELM A K; M A K]. 
condition provides us with decomposition M A K = K v ZK and the second 
Trovides K A K = (M A K) v Ck+‘(M A K), then K A K splits into 
Ck+’ K v X’+‘K. Let 
~,:KAK-+ K, vl: K +KAK 
/J,:KAK+ XCK v2: ZK +KAK 
,+: K A K+C’+‘K, v3: Ck+‘K+ K A K 
(3.2) 
~4: K A K+X”+‘K, “4. - Z’+‘K+ K A K 
ns to each summand and injections from each summand, then pivi = l,, 
j). Let d,, dh (or briefly d, d’) 
d,: [Z’K; K] + [X” ‘K; K] 
d’,: [X’K; K] + [IY+k+‘K; K] (3.3) 
o be&(f) = ~~(1, ~f)v 2, d;(f) = ~~(1, ~_f)v~, then dK, dh are two “deriva- 
*K; K], i.e. they satisfy 
As) = (- ly’d,(f)g +fd&) 
fs) = (- ly’d’,(f)g +-K(g) + d&X@ A lK)&(g) (3.4) 
d: = 0, d,dk = - d’,d, and (d’K)2 = 0 if t f 0 (mod 3) 
C* K; K] and deg g = j, 4’ is an element of K*(P), such that t+’ is an attaching 
:f. [ 1 l] p 269). 
:r, there exist two elements 8k E [C-l K; K], &E [C-k-1 K; K] (or briefly 
ng 
d(6) = -l,, d’(6) = 0, d(8) = 0, d’(8) = - 1, 
(S’)2 = 0, 66’ = -6’6, 6’ = a’(@ A 1) (3.5) 
6i = ib,, lrs = --6&I 
- - lK only holds in case t f + 3 mod 9 (cf. [ 1 l] p. 270 and Lemma 2.6) and 
&~in:K~~~+~Mf~~+rK (3.6) 
78 (2.3)). 
“derivations” dx, dh make the graded ring [IZ*K; K] to have the following 
cture. Let V,(K) = ker d A ker d’ be a subgroup of [C*K, K], then we have 
I 3.7. ([l l] Theorem 5.5) Zft f 0 (mod 3), V, is a summand of[X* K; K]) which 
!he direct sums in the following 16 ways 
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f 01 
Moreover, [11] Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 5.7 showed that V, is a commutative 
subring of [C*K; K] and if t $0 (mod 3), fcWg, having even degree, then [S’,f’] = [S,f’] 
= 0, where [ , ] denotes the graded commutator, i.e. [f,f’] = ff’ - (- l)‘/“‘/“f% then we 
have 
if f has even degree, f c V, 
(3.8) 
(3.8) 
THEOREM 3.10. If t + 0 (mod 3), split ring spectrum K is an associative commutative ring 
spectrum wirh multiplication pI. (cf. [l I] Theorem 4.13) 
The following is a sufficient condition of the cofibre K of 4 to be a split ring spectrum. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. ([l l] Proposition 2.9). Zf C#I =f”(n 2 2) and dJ f) = 0, where 
f c [X * M, M] having even degree, then the cojibre K of 4 is a ring spectrum. Moreover, K is a 
split ring spectrum if n 3 0 (mod t). 
The following are examples of split ring spectra given in [ 111, and will also be used in the 
proof of the main Theorems I and II. 
Let M(m) = M,, = S” upm e’ be Moore spectrum over the cyclic group Zpm, we have 
THEOREM 3.12. (Cl l] Theorem 6.2) There exists a self map 
A,,,: X*J’“- ‘(P- “M(m) --) M(m), m Z 1 
such that d,(A,) = 0 and the induced BP., homomorphism 
(A,), = vfm- ‘: BP,l(pm) = BP,I(p”) 
Let M(m, sp”- ‘) be the cojibre of A’,, i.e. there is a cojibration 
~sPm~l~M(m)~M(m)+M(m,spm-l) 
realized the following short exact sequence 
0 + BPJ(p”) --, BP,l(p”) -+ BP,l(pm, vfpm- ‘I--) 0 
i.e. BP, M(m, sp”- ‘) = BP,/(p”, v;~“- ’ ), then the following corollary follows from Pro- 
position 3.11 and Theorem 3.12 directly. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Ifs E 0 (modp”), M(m, sp”- I) is a split ring spectrum over Z,,. 
In this paper, we only use M(m, spm- ‘) for m = 1, s = kp” (n B 1). Write V(0) = M(1) 
= So up e1 be Moore spectrum over Z,, $J = A,: XQ V(0) + V(O), Vkpm = M(l, kp”), then 
there is a cofibration 
CkP”Q V(0) z V(0) f: yp” 4 zkp”q + 1 V(0) (3.14) 
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realized the following short exact sequence 
0:” 
0 + ~P*I(Pb--+ BP*/(P) + BP*I(P, 4p”) + 0 
Then it follows from 3.13 that if n > 1, I&” is a split ring spectrum over Z,. 
Write 6’ in (3.6) as ck, i.e. 
h;, = i,x, : V& 2 cb”q + 1 V(O) 2 ZWr + 1 VkPm (3.15) 
and 6 in (3.5) still Write as 6, then [x* I&,“; &,“] has two “derivations” d and d’ and from 
(3.5), (3.4) we have 
d(h-,) =0, d’(kk) =- 1 vk,, d(S) = - 1 vk,, d’(6) = 0 
6ik=ik6v(o), x,6= -dvo)7tk 
d(h) = (-- l)‘d(f)g +fd(g) 
d’(h-,d =(- ly’d’(&),)g + Kkd'(g) 
d’(fi,) = (- l)‘d’(f)& +fd'(Ek) 
(3.16) 
where j = degg and write deg Ii, as t which is = - kp”q - 1. 
Since in this paper we only consider p as a prime >, 5, then p $0 (mod 3) and so, from 
(3.4) we have 
(d’)* = 0, d* = 0, dd’ = -d’d (3.17) 
Let %?*( Vkpa) = ker d n ker d’, from Theorem 3.7 we have 
and gg*( vk,,“) is a commutative subring. For fE%‘, having even degree we have 
Kkf” = fGk, Sf" =f'd (3.19) 
Now the recollection of result on split ring spectra given in [ 1 l] is concluded and we turn to 
consider some properties of the split ring spectrum V kp” over Z, which are not in [l l] and 
are important in the proof of the main theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.20. Zf r 2 k 2 1, m > n 2 1 
(i,)* : cc’ vkP; v(o)] + cc’ vkpm; &‘“] 
(x,)* : [x;’ v(o); vkp”-, -. [C’-‘pmq - ’ v,,,“; vk,] 
is manic, where i,, x, cf. (3.15). 
In order to prove the proposition, we need the following lemma which is obvious for 
dimensional reason. 
LEMMA (1) Zf t < -rp”q - 2, [P V,,,,,; V(O)] = 0 
(2) Zf t < - I, [E’( V(0); Vrpm] = 0. 
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Proof of Prop. 3.20. For g E [E’ Vk,“; V(O)] such that i,g = 0, there exists g1 such that 
g = &pmgI as in the following diagram 
srpmq V(0) 2.z V(0) i, v,p_ 
\/ 
Bl B 
Iz’ VkP” 
Since k&g, = i,n,i,g, = 0, then by acting “derivation” d’ (cf. 3.16) we have 
0 = d’(&i,g,) = + d’(Qi,g, + Fkd’(i,g,) 
and recall that d’(&) = - 1, then 
ik(k g1 + 7Lkdl(ikgl)) = 0 
and so there exists g2 E [C’ V,,.; C’pmq+kP”q V(O)] such that 
k 91 + nkd’(ikgl) = dkp”g2 
Hence g = @Pmgl = f @Pm +kP” g2 (since r 2 k, m 2 n we have flpm$ = 0). Repeating the 
above process,- then there exists g,+ 1 E [I? Vkp”; Z’~m~+Jk~“‘J V(O)] such that g = 
+4 ‘Pm+sLP”gs+ 1. But it follows from Lemma 3.21 that gs+ 1 = 0 for s large, so g = 0. 
The proof of the second half is similar. 
PROPOSITION 3.22. Zf k 3 1, n 2 1 
(ik)*: imd’ + [c* V(0); Vkp”] 
is epic. 
(a,),:imd + [If* V,,; V(O)] 
Proof For any g E [X’ V(0); Vk,,“)r gz&k = 0 and from (3.16) 
0 = d’(g7rkKk) = - d’(gnk)& + g@(&) 
Then (-d’(g@k - g)zk = 0 and there exists g1 E [~r-kp”q V(0); ?&I such that g + d’(glr,)i, 
= g1 @P”. Suppose that for s> 1 there exists gsE [X’I-skp”q V(0); Vkp”] such that 
g+d’(g$.)ik=gs&kp”, then 0 = d’(g,+k) = -d’(g&)Fk + g&d’(h-,) and SO there exists 
gs+ 1 E [Erwcs+ ‘jkpnq V(0); Vkp”] such that 
g+d’(g&)ik = gs+l#s+l’kp” 
and it follows from Lemma 3.21 that gs + 1 = 0 for s large, then g = - (ik)*d)(gnk). The proof 
of the second half is similar. 
To help prove the main theorem, we now consider some cofibrations which relate Vkp” 
and V,pm. These cofibrations can be obtained from 3 x 3 Lemma (cf. Cl73 p.293 or [23 
Lemma 6.8) in the stable homotopy category as follows. 
Given a map y = aj3: A 5 B 4 C of spectra, there exists a cofibration 
such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy and sign, where C(r) denotes 
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the cofibre of a et al 
Recall that there is a cofibration (3.14) and let II,_ r = f- 1n1, then the following diagram 
commutes 
n 
From the above 3 x 3 lemma, we know that in the diagram C(h,_ 1) = XC(cjkp”) = LX Vkpn. 
Since the induced BP, homomorphism (@‘“)* = UT”, then (+k _ r, k), = of”, and the diagram 
commutes up to positive sign, then we have the first fundamental cofibration in this paper 
h-1 v .xp”q +1 
P” 
v (k - 1)~" k-‘.?z v,,.%c VP” 
which realizes the following short exact sequence 
“’ 0 -, BP&, u’:- ‘lp”)- BP&, v”,‘“) + BP&, v;“) + 0 
and also have the following relations 
+k-l,kik-l = ik4P” 
(3.23) 
Pk. 1 ik = il 
(3.24) 
Kk-l = nk$k-l.k (3.25) 
n1 Pk. 1 = 4’” - ‘)‘“$ (3.26) 
Let h;_l = ilnk-l9 similarly we have the second fundamental cofibration as follows 
K-I 
v,k- l)p”- 
=$k - 1)P”q + 1 v 
P” 
-b x Vkp” PI. I: v,, _ 1 jp” 
which realizes a similar BP, short exact sequence such that (til, k)* = oik- lJpn and also have 
the following relations 
ti l,kil = ik+(k-l)p (3.27) 
Pk.k-lik=ik-l (3.28) 
Rl = ILktil,k (3.29) 
nk-lpk.k-l = $P”nk (3.30) 
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Let ‘J = 11/1, _ l, k $ 1. k _ 1, then we also have 3 x 3 diagram as follows 
x” - i)p”q I/ 
\ P” 
zz:p”qv _ (k 1)~" 
Jy,/ <,,.-2 
hi-* ,-@“q+ 1 v 
P" 
It is easily seen that c(y)= yk-l)pm and 6ll/k_,,k_r =fI;_, =irrtlr,_ill/k_2,k_i = 
h;_ll/lk_z,k-l. Hence we have 
R= h;-, +qPk-1.1 
for some qE[C-(k-‘)Pq-’ V P; VP], and it is easily seen by degree reason that q = 0 since 
k~3.Therefore,~=h;_,andsoy=~,,,and~=pk,,_,.Thenwehave 
JI 1.k = +k-l.k#l,k-l = tik-1.k .* * ~2.3~1.2 (3.31) 
Pk.1 =Pk-l.lPk,k-1 (3.32) 
The following relations also can be easily obtained 
nk-j’ Irk*,-j.k (3.33) 
rtjPk, j = f#+k- i)qrk l<jtk (3.34) 
The above relations (3.23H3.34) will be used later. 
!j4. AN INDUCTION. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The main theorem will be proved by double induction. The input of the first induction is 
the following result given in S. Oka [lo]. 
THEOREM 4.1. ([lo] Lemma 4.2). 1f t 2 2, there exists a self map 
yJ”(P+ 1M VP + I/ 
P 
such that &,, = 0:’ :B~,/(P, v!) + BP,I(P, VI) and SE~JV~). 
For the first induction, suppose that for 1 G T G n there exists 
{,: X1r(p+ ‘jq VT + VP’ such that ([,)* = vi”’ and <,E%*(V~). 
Letfl = (C&Y, then (fl), = &!‘“+I. n the second induction, we prove that for 1 < k < p there 
existsfk o [c tP”+ ‘(P + I)4 v,,; Vkpm] such that (X), = CT”+‘, and further prove the existence 
of<,+1 to complete the first induction. 
Now we proceed to prove Theorem I. Since <. E%*( VP”), then it follows from (3.19) that 
Kr<i = t,Ph;, that is, /iti1 =f,&, then there exists g2 such that the following diagram 
commutes 
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where m = tp” + ’ (p+ 1)q. Since (jr), = @“‘I, then (g2i,,)* = ulzpnc’ + uf”x, then it follows 
from Corollary 2.3( 1) that (g2)* = u2 Ip”“. Recall that h, = ikrrl, hi = iInk, we first prove the 
following 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists f2c [E”V,,; V,,] such that (f2)* = off”*’ and h2fi =j2ZhZ, 
h;f, =f,h;. 
Proof Since (F2g2 --92fi2)ti1,2 = i2x2g2*l,2 -92i2x2*1.2 = i2n21C/l,2fl -92i2q 
= Ml - 92h2 and p2, lWl - g2h2) = p2. li2xJl - ~2. 1g2i2x1 =+A -~IPZ. 1&x1 
= & fr -fr /iI = 0, then there exists a such that the left rectangle of the following diagram 
commutes 
=2~q+~~~~~*~~~1v~~=~1~ (4.4) 
C” VP” - m p-l 
2P” - 
m Pq 
p”- 
m+l V 
P” 
From (3.18), we can write a = a1 + da, + KIa3 + /iI;,6a, such that aiE%‘g,(Vp) and so 
$r. 2(aI + Ja2) = k, 2a = hJ, -g2h2 and &(a, + da,) = 0. Hence we may assume 
d’(a) = 0 and the above left rectangle still commutes. After we have had a, then there exists B 
such that the above diagram all commutes. 
Since rr,ai, = n,e,,,ai, = n,(h,f, -g2h2)i, = 0, then /;laKI = 0. Notice that z has 
odd degree, then it follows from (3.16) that 
0 = a(kraIir) = d’(li;)ali, + kr&d’(al;,) = -aKr -&a 
then &a = - akr . 
On the other hand, it follows from the diagram (4.4) that 
~GP~,, = 7~~,r(ri,q~-q~~~) = V~2~q2-~1~2,1q2~2 = -rUXn2 
vv2, 1 = ~2h2v2. I = x2&A -g2h2b2, 1 = --2g2i2xlp2, 1 
= -x2g2i2f#Fn2 = -k2g2+1,2il~2 = -aJli,n2 
Then nt h2, 1 = rrrap,,, and there exists yc[XmVp; IZ2’q+’ V(O)] such that nib = 7~~5~ 
+ &. Then Krfl= &a + i,y&. From diagram (4.4) we have KJI = aKl, then 
2aIir = i,yFl 
By acting the “derivation” d’ (using (3.16)) we have -2a = -d’(i,y)& - i,y, thus 2&x 
= ~ld’(i,y)61. By acting d’ again, we have 
Let 
then 
2a = d’(i, y)& - Fl d’(i,y) 
f2 = g2 ++k2dNy)p2. l 
= A + (h2fi - g2h2) = h2fi 
Moreover, V% -f,l;,>$,,, = 62f2$,,2 -f2i2n2q1,2 = h2fi -f2h2 = 0, then there 
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exists 9 such that the following diagram commutes 
By acting d’ on h;q = 0 we have q = -&d’(q). Since n,qi, = 711tfp2, ,i, = ~r,p,,,(hs, 
-f,h;)i, = 0, then &qh; = 0 and by acting d’ again we have -qh; -&q + &d’(q)& = 0, 
i.e. -2qh; = 0, then we have q = -d’(q)Kt and h;f2 -fth; = p2, ,(h;f, -f,h;) = qp2, i
= 0. 
Since the induced BP, homomorphism (d’(i,y)i,), E Ext;&;gq(BP*, BP,/(p, I$“)) = 0 
(cf. Cor. 2.4), where i,:S” + VP, is the injection of the bottom cell, then (d’(i,y)), 
= 0: BP,/(p, up”) + BP,/(p, vf”) and so (f2), = (g2)* = v\~“+‘. The lemma is proved. 
Now we begin to do the second induction. As an induction hypothesis, suppose that for 
3 < k <p, there existsf,_ 1 E[IZ~V~~_,)~~; V,,_ I,pn] such that (X-t)* = v:P”*’ and 
If k = 3, the above condition holds from Lemma 4.3 and (4.2). 
Then there exist gk, g; such that the following diagrams commute 
h,-, 
VP”_ 
xP”4+ 1 v Pt. I 
(k-l)p” 
~Zv,,~ I:v 
P” 
i 
fi 9r J fi 
X” VP” ti b-L +,-,,, J x:m+p”q+l v -xm+i V Pt. IW- 1)~” kp” -Zm+l V P” (4.7) 
hi- I 
6k - l)p”- 
c’k- l)Pq+ 1 v AZV Pt.r- 1 
P” kp” - z v;k - 1)~” 
J X-l i fi J s; I X-l (4-g) 
Since (X_ r).,, = v:P”+‘, then (g;)* = v$@*’ + v\~-~)P” x, it follows from Corollary 2.3( 1) that 
(gi)* = q+‘. 
It follows from diagram (4.7) that (gk)* = v:P”+’ + V~“X for some x E BP,, and @“(gk)* 
= “y”v$P” + 1, then v:~“x = 0 mod(p, vtp”), then it follows from Corollary 2.3(l) that 
(gk)* = v:p”+‘. 
Now it fOllOWS from (4.7) and (4.6) that gk~l.k=gkI(Ik-l,k)(Il,k-l = $,‘_l,&_l$~,k-l 
=til.kfl andfrom(4.8),(4.6)thatpk,,g;=pk-,,kpk,k-,g;=pk-,.lf,-lpk,k-l=f,pk.l,then 
there exist f;_ 1 and f;_ 1 such that the following diagrams commute 
yk - 1)~” 
& -$k- l)p”q+ 1 V __, 
J f.‘- 1 I /I 
p” IL1.b r(b ~v~-l~pn (4.9) 
cm ck_ ,)p” h;p+W-l)Pq+l vpm_h+~,tl Vkpn %xrn+l y,_,,, 
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(4.10) 
From (4.8) and (4% we have hi _ r(f; _ i -A _ i ) = 0 and Pk.k _ i(gk - g;) = (j; _ 1 
-_& - 1 1Pk.k - 1 v then 0 = Pk - 1 bk - 9;) = Pk - 1. 1 (fi - 1 -h - 1 )Pk. k - ,. Then it fOhWS 
from the following Lemma 4.13 that 
(f;-1 -_fi-l)hk-, =o (4.11) 
From (4.7), (4.10) we have (fk_l-f;_l)hL_l =0 and $k_l,k(fk_l -f;-,)= 
bk -i&)$1,- l.k* then $k_ l,lr(x_ 1 -f;_ l)+I,k_ 1 = (gk - g;)$l,k = 0, then it fOhOWS 
from Lemma 4.13 that 
&_,(f,_,-fl_,)=O. (4.12) 
(4.11) and (4.12) will be used later. 
The proof of the following lemma will be postponed to the last of the proof of main 
theorem. 
LEMMA 4.13: (1) For gE[c’ vk_ l)p”; r/;,_ ijp”] such that &_1,Jgil,_1=0 and 
h;-,g=O,theugh,_,=O. 
(2) Forgasabovesuchthatr//,_,,,g~,~,_,=Oandgh,_,=O,thenh~_,g=O. 
Now we see that (&.., - g;h-,)$,,, = jknkgktil,k - d8k71k$l,k = iknkIc/l.kfl - giiknl 
=$f,-dhk and Pk,k-l(hkf,-g;hk)=pk,k-likn,f,-_k.k-lg;ik7Ll=ik-17ilfi- 
f,-dk-1% = 0 (cf. inductive hypothesis (4.5)). Then similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3 
there exists a such that d’(a) = 0 and there exists p such that the following diagram 
commutes 
xmvp $~t , p-(k-1Wqv 
kpn 
Ph.r-I *xrn - (k - 1)p”q v 
(k- 1)~” -----+I 
m+l I’ 
P” 
(1.14) 
On the 0th hand, Pk. ltKkgk - &k)tik- 1-k = Pk. 1 iklrkgk@k - l.k - Pk. ldiknk@k- l.k 
=i~~k~k_~.k~-l-flil~k~k_~.k=h;-l~-~ -fib;_, =O, then there exists 5. flsuch 
that the foliowing diagram commutes 
zkp-q + l VP” 
h-1 ,x(k+l)p"q+zv k-r., 
(k - 1)~” * xkp”q + 2 Vkp, 
Pk.1 ) ckp”q+Zv 
P” 
(4.15) 
From diagram (4.14), “1”=~k~l,k~=~k(hlfig~hk)=-~kg;iknl=-~kg;ik~k_,rl/,.k_,, 
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then there exists q such that the following diagram commutes 
.ppnq + I v 
P" 
XI , x(k+ l)P”q+ 2 V(O) P- , p”q + * V( 0) 4 ,~kp"q+zv 
P 
T --I T n,g;ikat-1 T 4 T -a 
CmVpn ~~.r-~,~m-(k-*~~~~k_~~pnP~~~~r~3~m~(k~2~p”q~k_~~p~ “-’ ’ xm+‘Vpn 
(4.16) 
Since 
c$p”zkg;ikrk_ 1 = Ilk- lPk.k- ldiknk- 1 = ILk-1X-IPk,k-liknk-1 
~~k_lfk_lik_l~k_l = nk$k-l,k_h-lik-ink-1 
= 
Kkqk~k-l.kik-l~k-l = IFkgkik~Pn~k - 1 = nkQkiklCk - 2Pk - 1.k - 21 
then 
‘Ipk-l,k-2 = Akt?kiknk-2pk-l.k-2 
and there exists y~[Z”+l VP”; Ekp”q+* V(O)] such that 
‘1 = nkgkiknk _ 2 + yilnk _ 2 
and - ui,xk_2 = i,q = ilnkgkiknk_2 + ilyi,nk_,, then we have i,nkgkiknI = -ah, - 
i, y/i1 and 
llakqkJkn, = - dil +  Kld’(ily)Fl (4.17) 
since 0 = d’(Flily) = i,y + h;d’(i,y). 
But -ah;=Kra= -ilnkg;iknl, theni,x,(q,+q;)ikrrr =i,n,d’(i,y)i,x, andso 
ilnklQkfq;-~l,kd’(ily)pk,,)iklr, = o (4.18) 
Recall to (4.f1), Pk,k-l(~k-~~)iknl =(f;-l-X-l)pk.k-,ikxi =(fb-l-h-l)hk-l =o? 
then there exists E such that a(e) = 0 and the following diagram commutes 
x(k-1 
v,k - 1)~” 
It is easily seen that al&i, = n,ll/,ek&i, = 0, then kIe& = 0 and then Ii,& = - ~6~. On the 
other hand 
- &El =Kr&= ilkktil.k& = ilAk(gk - d - ~l.kd’(il~)pk.l)ik~l 
= 2ilxk(gk - Jll,kd’(i,y)pk. ,)i,n, (summing with (4.18)) 
= 2irAkQkik?rr - 21ild’(i,y)~l 
=- 2a& (from (4.17)) 
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Then by acting d’ we have E = 2r and 
(gk - s; - kkd’(Wpk, i)h, = klrs = 21Cli.~ 
Hence if we let 
= 2(U - Ah,) 
X = 3(sk + sk - Il/i,J’(ily)pk. i) (4.19) 
we have &h, = h,f, . 
Similarly, recall to (4.12), i,lr,(g, - g;)tjk- l,e = i,nlrtjk- l,k(&_ 1 -f;_ 1) = 
h; _ l (A _ 1 - f[ _ 1 ) = 0, then there exists E with d’(E) = 0 such that the following diagram 
commutes 
i.e. .?pk, 1 = i,n&(gk - g; + ‘b,,,d’(i,Y)p,, I) and 
EKl = Ep,, 1 i, 7r1 = ilnk(gk - gi +  $l,kd’(ilY)Pk, 1 bkAl 
= 2i, nkgkiknl (by summing with (4.18)) 
Since tiri = jii, xl = ipk. I iknl = pk. i (h-,gk - g;Kk)iknl = iinkgkikn,, then EKi = 2&h; and 
by acting d’ we have 
E = - d’(l&) = - Zd’(Eih;) = 2c - 2d’(cx)Gl 
and so 
&(gk - d + ‘bl.kd’(i,yh’k, 1) = @k, I = 2Eipk, I 
= 2Pk, 1 tKkgk - dk) = 2(&g, -fi hiI 
Hence fi hi = h;f, (cf. (4.19)). 
Since k c p, the induced BP, homomorphism (d'(i, y)i,), E Ext~~~;,lr - l)P”q(BP*, BP,/ 
(p, I$‘)) = 0 (cf. Corollary 2.4), then d’(&y), = 0 and (A), = 3[(gk), + (g;),] = of,p”“. 
Recall to (4.19), it is easily seen that Xrjl,k = $i,&, pk. ii =fi &i, then the second 
induction is completed. 
Hence we get a self map f, _ l : Cm V,, _ 1 Jp., --f V,, _ 1 jpn such that (f, _ 1 )* = 05~ + ’ and 
h,_,f, =fp_thp_l,h~_lfp_l =fih~_l,thenthereexistsg~:~mVp,+,+ Vpn+,suchthat 
pp,p_ IgZ =f,- lpp,p_ 1. Then (gb), = uy”* I + v\~-~)~x for some XEBP*. It follows 
from Corollary 2.3(2) that 
[n + l/2] 
“\P_ l)Pnx = ,z, ~jU~n+r-~+r-2’~1(ajpn+l -2’) 
where Aje Z, and aj 2 2. 
The proof of the following lemma will be postponed to the last of the proof of main 
theorem. 
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LEMMA 4.22. Suppose that for a > 2,0 G j G s, L$~’ can be realized in [X * V,j; V,j], then 
F1 (ap”) can be realized in [Z * VP; Vps] and UT” - “E, (ap’) can be realized in [Z * VP”; VP”]. 
From the first inductive hypothesis, for k G n, c;P” can be realized by cr, in 
[Z* VP*; Vpk], then it follows from Lemma 4.22 that for 1 G j < [n + l/2], I$+’ 
-P 
n + 1 - Zjz, tajpn + 1 - 2’) can be realized in [E* VP” + , ; VP, + 1], then there exists 
gEIYVp”+l; VP”+,] such that (&, = oip - ‘jp”x and then (5. + 1 )* = I.$‘” l ’ if we put 
5 n+1 =s; - S. Then the first induction is also completed. 
Now if j < p”, let p : VP. + Vj be projection, then p t, i, : XtPnfP + ’ jq S” + Vj induces BP, 
homomorphism (p&,io).,, = II\““. Since pt.&, can be extended to qj: C’p”(p + lJq vj + 4 such 
that (qj), = uy”, then it follows from Proposition 2.5 that pZpmlj = 66,~:“” survives to the 
following nontrivial map 
cfP”(P+ l)n &y._L+~~P”~P+ l)q Q/L+ 5 “.xjq+l V(O)--I,ZJq . +2 S” 
the main Theorem I is then proved. 
In the following, we give the proof of Lemma 4.13 and 4.22. 
Proof ofLemma 4.13. (1) Since h;_lg=il~k-lg=O, then i,Ic,_,gi,_,Ir, =O. It 
follows from Proposition. 3.20 that rrl, _ lgik _ 1x1 = 0. Then there exists 
f.G[C’Vp.; CP”Q + l V(O)] such that gik_ 1q = i, _ 1 u, and from Proposition 3.22, there 
exists tin [C’ VP”; VP,] such that d’(C) = 0 and u = x1 G and so 
hl~=i,n,~=p,_l,li,_l~~~=pr_l,lgi~_~~l =0 
Thent7=d’(h;I)=0andsogi,_,n1=0. 
The proof of the second half is similar. 
Proof of Lemma 4.22. From Proposition 2.1, we have 
s-2 
E,(ap’) = Ups” - au~1u;L~-2 -2a 1 @t.~~-‘-Jmod(p,u;s) 
j=2 
where b, = ps + ps-l _ f-j _ ps- 1 -i and aj = (ap - 1)~’ + 1, j > 1. From the hypo- 
thesis, u”p can be realized in [X * VP”; VP] and uy”’ - ’ _ j can be realized by a self map sj of 
VP - , - j. Consider the cofibration 
in which (I,@, = up and let p’: Vp+,,,-L_p-l-, VP’, then (p’$Eji,,)* = t’~ti~~-‘-‘~ 
Ext’ (BP,, BP,/(p, or)). Since p’$&jio can be extended to a self map of VP’ which has the 
same BP, homomorphism, then u~u~Jp - ’ -’ can be realized by a self map of VP’, then 
E, (ap”) can be realized by a self map of VP’. By a similar method we can prove that 
UT” - P’E, (ap”) can be realized in [Z* VP”; V,“]. The lemma is then proved. 
Proof of Theorem II. Recall that we have a cofibration 
and 6 “to) = jar: V(0) + Z V(O)(we will write &to, as 6 if there is no confusion). Let C( 6) be 
the cofibre of 6, then it follows from 3 x 3 lemma that there is a commutative diagram as 
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and we find that c(6) = C(p’) which we write as M(p2), i.e. there are cofibrations 
z- l V(O)L V(0)~M(P2)-e, VW 
which realize the following short exact sequences 
O-BP, ABP+BP,/(~~)+~ 
O-BP,/(P) “‘=P~BP*/(p2)~BP*/(p)-0 
and we have T = T’A, jc = j’p. 
From (3.5) we have a,,: b + X 5 such that 6,,i = i&(,, then there exists i’ such that 
two bottom rows of the following diagram is a commutative diagram of cofibrations 
xjq+l v(o) A”=A,xh7+l w = ~h+lM(p2) 
tn P’ 
pvj --L A’ vj - C(6 ,; ) p’ v. t: 
c - T:(o)J-a $3) 1 “0 A - M(P2) p. V(O) 
Since p*: BP,M(p2)-, BP, V(O), i,. * BP, V(0) 3 BP, Vj are all canonical projection, then 
ii, p’, also are. Then from 1, = p, we get J.!+ = p and the middle row realizes the following 
short exact sequence (write C(6,,) = M(p2, o’,)) 
o -+BP,/(p, vi 1 L BP,l(p2, oil) + BP, /(p, ui ) -+ 0 
Since i’ realizes the canonical projection BP,/(p2) + BP,/(p2, u{ ), then if W is the cofibre 
of i’, then BP, W = BPe/(p2) and it follows from the uniqueness that W = M(p2) and there 
is 1” which is compatible with 1 such that I”n = IL’R’ or LIC = n’l’. 
Ifj d p”- l and j E 0 (mod p), then j = kp”(s 2 1) and it follows from corollary 3.13 that 
V, is a split ring spectrum over 2,. In the proof of Theorem I, we have had a self map 
‘lj: z ~P”-‘(P+lyj_+ Vj 
such that (qj)* = vi!‘“- ’ and we may assume ‘lj E %* ( Vi) since its components in 6W*, KG%, , 
6M’, will induce zero homomorphism. Then it follows from (3.19) that 6~7 = ?fS and then 
m 1:4-1 
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there exists ‘I’ such that the following diagram commutes 
x-y -2 vi -5 M(p2, u() = C(S,,) 
T s: T s; T rl’ 
XfP”(P + l)q ~__._+ 6 CtPYP+ lhpf *’ .,-&-rP”(P+ 1b7~(p2, o’,) 
J 
Then 
&“ii = n#ij, = r’;lnqfij, = r’z’/.‘qpij, = r’n’rf’l’ij, 
= r’x’q’i’j.j, = T’n’q’i’j’p, 
where we use the equation T = $5 AjO = j’p which are easily seen from the following 
commutative diagram 
so Ptp"/j are divisible by p. Theorem II is then proved. 
Theorem III can be obtained from Theorem I directly. 
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